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Apparel Sales Solution  

We receive after expenses 

50% of every item sold with 10% of which going to the Charity of Partner’s Choosing  

You receive (the remaining amount)  

○ As circumstances change on a daily basis due to the current pandemic, 
we understand previous business opportunities that you were involved 
with have been cancelled, dried up or at the very least been 
substantially reduced. 

○ We would welcome the opportunity to work with you to provide an 
apparel sales solution to help provide you the ability to become top of 
mind, showing support to your favourite charity, while bringing in a few 
dollars of revenue with no investment needed by you.  

○ We are a 100% Canadian Business headquartered in Central Alberta  
○ The majority of our design work is led by graphics specialist 

Torey Graham & GrahamSlam Graphics 
○ All Printing and Shipping and distribution is provided from our print 

partner in Ontario and their secondary location in Ohio for our US based 
customers. 

○ Your designs will be included and featured in our online store 
ballergear.ca   ballergear.co  

○ We will tag you in all social media posts and promotions that include 
your designs 

○ We can use ready to print created artwork from outside parties and will 
give full credit to the creator on each item that uses it in the online 
store.  
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We use a POD (Print on Demand) concept for all 
merchandise, which provides the ability to change on the 
fly (add new items, designs or remove items/designs that 
aren’t selling well without having to carry an inventory) 

 

Our current compensation  

  

○ Requires no monetary investment needed on your 
part.  

○ However we hope you will utilize your online and 
media platforms to help promote the product 

○ We handle all inventory, order, and other 
customer inquiries 

○ All outstanding commissions will be paid out via 
PayPal or e-transfer for those with a Canadian 
Bank Account on the 1st Friday of the following 
month. 
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